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Abstract

This paper presents a 3D object recognition method that exploits the spatio-temporal coherence of image sequences to capture the object most relevant features. We start from an image sequence that describes the object’s visual appearance from different viewpoints. We extract local features (SIFT) and track them over the sequence. The tracked interest points form trains of features that are used to build a vocabulary for the object. Training images are represented with respect to that vocabulary and an SVM classifier is trained to recognize the object. We present very promising results on a dataset of 11 objects. Tests are performed under varying illumination, scale, and scene clutter.

1. Introduction

An ideal 3D object recognition system is able to recognize many different objects and spot their presence in various environments, no matter the viewing position or distance. The research on this field has been very active in the last decades, but the ideal system has still to come. View-based approach to object recognition has been widely used in the last few years [11, 12, 13, 9], mostly because it offers a simple but principled way to model objects variations with respect to the viewing angle, and also because the intuition behind it is supported by psychophysical evidence [2]. Other causes of difficulties, such as scene illumination, viewing distance changes but also clutter and occlusions have been successfully addressed with the local feature approach [7, 8, 3]. In this paper we present a technique that allows us to recognize 3D objects in realistic environments, under different viewing and scene conditions. We combine a view-based approach with the use of local features, obtaining object descriptions that model how the features evolve over time. In our approach each object is represented by an image sequence acquired in a controlled environment. Local interest points are extracted and tracked over the sequence with a filtering algorithm. All trajectories (trains of features) that are stable over the sequence are used to describe the appearance of the object under varying viewing conditions. The idea of building trains of keypoints is loosely inspired to the bag of words used for example-based text categorization [6]. Recently this idea has been reformulated for the case of image categorization, leading to the bag of keypoints [3]. The bag of keypoints approach uses a simple clustering technique to group features that carry some visual similarity. Our method exploits both visual similarity and the image sequence temporal coherence, as we group the features that are connected by a temporal trajectory. Similarly to bags of keypoints, each train of features constitute a word in a vocabulary. We build a vocabulary for each object of interest. We model 3D objects with a learning from examples scheme, representing training images with respect to the object vocabulary and training a binary SVM for each object. The multiclass nature of the problem is captured with a one-vs-all approach. We report very promising results on a dataset of 11 objects (Figure 1).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes how we compute the object vocabulary, Section 3 illustrates how we represent images with respect to the vocabulary. Section 4 reports the results of our experiments, while Section 5 is left to the final discussion.

2. The features vocabulary

For a given object, the first stage of our method consists in building its features vocabulary. We consider an image sequence acquired observing the object from different viewpoints. For each image we locate interesting points on a difference of Gaussians pyramid, and then represent each point with a SIFT descriptor [7], that is, a vector containing local orientation histograms around the keypoint position.

2.1. SIFT tracker

The selected features are tracked over time with an Unscented Kalman filter [14]. This method belongs to the filtering algorithms family that are well-known for their simplicity and robustness to difficult situations. Such an algorithm allows us to cope with temporal detection failures,
2. Data representation

An image \( F_i \), after we extract local interest points, can be seen as a collection of SIFT features \( F_i = \{ f_1^i, \ldots, f_m^i \} \). Once the vocabulary \( V \) is available, \( F_i \) can be represented with respect to the vocabulary, with a vector \( F_i \) of \( N \) elements, that contains at each entry \( j \) the degree of similarity between \( V_j \) and the feature \( f_k^i \) most similar to \( V_j \). While finding the association between \( V_j \) and \( f_k^i \), features that appear similar to more than one virtual feature are penalized.

Since SIFT description is obtained as a concatenation of direction histograms, the similarity between features and virtual features can be estimated as follows:

\[
\cap_{\text{norm}}(H, H') = \frac{\bigcap_{i=1}^n (H_i, H'_i)}{\bigcup_{i=1}^n (H_i, H'_i)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^n (\min(H_i, H'_i))}{\sum_{i=1}^n (\max(H_i, H'_i))},
\]

where \( H_i \) is the description associated with \( V_j \) and \( H'_i \) is associated with \( f_k^i \). Therefore we obtain a similarity measure which takes values in \([0, 1]\) and if the histograms are normalized, this similarity measure is equivalent to histogram intersection.

4. Object recognition experiments

4.1. The dataset

We acquired a dataset of 11 different objects \(^1\) (see Figure 1). The selected objects include examples of similar

\(^1\)The dataset is available on demand.
objects (5 plastic toys, 2 books), but at the same time are variable enough to represent a good selection of things that can be found in a real indoor environment. Each object is represented by an image sequence of about 200 frames acquired by placing the object on a turntable and observing it from different viewpoints. We use these sequences both for building the vocabulary and as positive examples for training the recognition system. The training set is acquired in a neutral environment. For each object we acquired six different test sets: (1) acquired in similar conditions to the training from a similar viewpoints, (2) under different illumination conditions, (3) at a different scale, (4) allowing for severe occlusions(5) the object against a plain with different background, (6) the object against a complex and highly textured background (see Figure 2 for samples of test sets (2-6) of an example object). We also acquired clutter images (including various indoor and outdoor scenes) or images of other objects to be used as negative examples for training. The negatives set has also been enriched with images downloaded from the Web. For each object we use about 200 images as positive training examples, 300 images as negative training examples. Each object has about 18 000 images of test examples.

4.2. The classifiers

For each object we build the vocabulary and then represent the training data (both positive and negative) with respect to it. We then train a binary SVM classifier with a histogram intersection kernel [10], that was proved effective on a number of applications and does not depend on any parameter. Preliminary results that we do not report here showed that its performances are superior to standard kernels for the problem at hand. We deal with the multi-class nature of the problem with a one against all approach. The results obtained over test sets (1-4) are summarized in Table 1. The column simple refers to the results obtained both under similar conditions and under some illumination variation (tests (1) and (2)), the column scale refers to the results obtained on test set (3), that contains the objects at different scale. Finally, the column occlusions report the results obtained on test set (4), containing the objects with various degrees of occlusions. As the recognition rates are very high, we do not report details on the confusion among different objects (in the case of object book2, the misses are spread among objects tele, box, and dino). The description proposed captures the peculiarity of objects, and allows us to recognize them correctly even if the possible classes contain many similar objects. In the case of more complex backgrounds, instead, it is worth showing the confusion matrices (Tables 2 and 3). They show how, if the amount of clutter is small, the recognition rates are still very satisfactory. In the case of very complex and textured backgrounds the performance drops because of the high number of features detected (of which only a small number belong to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>objects</th>
<th>simple</th>
<th>scale</th>
<th>occlusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bambi</td>
<td>99.50</td>
<td>92.34</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>box</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duck</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.90</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biscuit</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book2</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.53</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dino</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teddy</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.86</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pino</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.59</td>
<td>92.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tele</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tommy</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Hit percentages of the 11 classifiers against test sets (1-4) (see text).
object). This suggest that for very complex environments a local search with a window sliding over the image to mark the test area should be performed. We started investigating the case of test images with multiple objects. Figure 3 shows a test image with two objects and the features that match 3 different object vocabularies. The high scores (in red) are positioned on the correct object.

5. Discussion

We presented a learning from examples procedure to represent and recognize 3D objects, based on local representations. Each object is modeled using an image sequence. SIFT features are extracted and tracked over the sequence, and the obtained trains of features are used to build a vocabulary of virtual features. The actual classification is performed with an SVM classifier. The results reported show how the method behaves nicely in the case of illumination and scale changes, allow for occlusions, and the presence of moderate quantities of clutter in the background. To deal with more complex backgrounds or multiple objects, a region-based search procedure is currently being implemented. Recently a view-based approach to recognition that exploits a feature tracking has been proposed [5]. The possible connections of our approach with this work are under investigation.
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